New Features and Highlights

1. Time-averaged overlay map (see example below)
3. Three IMERG daily (Early, Late, and Final) datasets.

Future work: a) Level-2 dataset subsetting and visualization; b) Data Lists (public and personal) with URS; c) Data quality assessment.

Land Sea Mask Examples: Hurricane Matthew made landfall in Haiti on October 4, 2016

Three new IMERG (Early, Late, and Final) daily datasets have been added to Giovanni.

GPM Data and Service Outreach Activities:
- GES DISC news, Twitter, user forum, GPM product and service training webinar, Giovanni Workshop
- GPM products and services at the GES DISC in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS)
- Posters and talks in AGU Fall Meeting and AMS Annual Meeting

Related URLs:
- GPM products: http://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/uui/search/GPM
- Giovanni: http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni#dataKeyword=IMERG
- GES DISC: http://disc.gsfc.nasa.gov

Suggestions or subscription to our help desk list: gsfc-help-disc@lists.nasa.gov